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ABSTRACT
Radiation of birds has been proposed to be driven mainly by the (allopatric) evolution of
pre-zygotic reproductive isolation, resulting from the evolution of mating behaviour (Grant and
Grant 1997 ). The Galapagos finches are considered to be a textbook example of this allopatric and
behavioural model of speciation. However, while the scenario of their allopatric radiation is well
documented ((Grant and Grant 1997 ), little is known about the conditions allowing coexistence
after the secondary colonization of an island. If reproductive isolation has not evolved in allopatry,
hybridisation may merge the two populations into a single panmictic population. But even when
speciation occured during the allopatric phase, the ecological phenomenon of competitive exclusion
may prevent coexistence if the two, now sympatric, populations are not sufficiently nonoverlapping in their use or resources.
In this study, using adaptive dynamics we model an evolutionary scenario featuring
migration of reproductively isolated but ecologically similar birds on an island occupied by a single,
ecologically homogeneous population. With our deterministic and stochastic analysis we found that
coexistence is possible if the resident population is at an evolutionnary branching point. In this case,
the immigration of the new species is followed by a character displacement to avoid competition. In
several cases including major ecological divergence in allopatry and non-stable environments,
coexistence is possible despite the resident population being at a continuously stable strategy.

INTRODUCTION
According to Ernst Mayr, ( in Systematics and the origin of species, 1942) « A species is an
actually or potentially interbreeding population that does not interbreed with other such populations
when there is opportunity to do so ». During the voyage of the Beagle, Charles Darwin collected
specimens from many species that helped him develop his theory of evolution by natural selection.
The specimens of finches (Geospizinae) that he found on the Galapagos Islands provided a
spectacular illustration of the theory : they form a group of 13 species found nowhere else on earth,
but closely allied to those found on the South Continent, despite different environmental conditions,
thus suggesting they evolved from a South-American ancestor which migrated to the Galapagos.
There, the finches may have evolved differently on each island, leading to the diversity observed in
the archipelago (On the Origin of Species, pp 397-398). Comparatively, only one finch species is
found on the isolated Coco Island .
From Darwin's theory, many studies focused on explaining the process of speciation, i.e.
when a species becomes two. The simplest and best described explanation is allopatric speciation :
the original population splits into two geographically isolated populations, who then evolve with
minor gene flow, undergoing independent genetic drifts and adapting to their possibly different
environmental conditions. Allopatric speciation was believed to be the only likely speciation
process until John Maynard Smith proposed the disruptive selection model (Maynard Smith 1962)
which solved theoretical issues regarding the possibility of sympatric speciation, a process made up
of genetic divergence occurring within a population without any kind of geographic barrier. With
the set of methods later provided by the adaptive dynamics theory, models now link better
population genetics, quantitative genetics and evolutionary game theory, permitting comprehensive
studies of the conditions required for sympatric speciation ( Dieckmann and Doebeli 1999, Geritz et
al. 1998, Claessen et al. 2007 and 2008 ). Convincing evidence supporting sympatric speciation
were found by Schluter et al. 1996 about the three-spine sticklebacks. There is also an intermediate
way between allopatry and sympatry for new species to arise: parapatry. Given that a population
occupies a vast area with a limited dispersion of individuals, some degree of genetic isolation can
arise and ultimately speciation may occur (see Gavrilets et al. 1998). The radiation of the Darwin
Finches is considered a textbook case of allopatric speciation, the sea between the islands being the
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geographical barrier isolating sub-populations of birds.
Among those studies of the processes of speciation, Dobzhansky's 1937 book Genetics and
the origin of species documented the genetics of allopatric speciation, using mainly the genetics of
Drosophila. The process of speciation he put forward involved in the first place genetics of
differentiation, followed by genetics of reproductive isolation. However, in a 1997 paper Grant and
Grant (Grant and Grant 1997a) argued that bird speciation can take a different course. Data
collected on the Darwin finches about sexual imprinting, hybridization and the viability of hybrids
(Grant and Grant 1996a, Grant and Grant 1996b, Grant and Grant 1997b) suggest that pre-mating
isolation occurs before post-mating isolation, through the imprinting of the main mate choice
criteria, the song, which is culturally inherited. The scenario of their radiation is hypothesized as
follows (see fig. 1). First, the ancestral species colonised one island from the mainland and adapted
to local conditions. Variation of the song is highly repressed because it gives a strong selection
disadvantage to the different singers. However, this can be overcome by founder effects when
colonizing new islands. Second, from the first island, some individuals dispersed to other islands,
following a stepping stone model. Drift and perhaps adaptation took place in the new environment.
Last, the secondary contact, i.e. the secondary colonisation of an island. Depending on the
compatibility of the mating systems of the two, now sympatric, populations, they interbreed or not.
Possibly, two species have thus evolved in allopatry, or may evolve from subsequent reinforcement.
Alternatively, hybridisation may merge the two populations into a single panmictic population,
hence no speciation.
Figure 1 Allopatric speciation
of Darwin’s finches in the
Galapagos Archipelago .
After an initial colonization of
the archipelago (step 1),
dispersal and the colonization
of new islands (step 2) gives
rise to allopatric populations,
which
diverge
through
selection and drift. The
process is completed with the
establishment of sympatry
(step 3). The choice of islands
to illustrate the process is
arbitrary. [Figure and legend
from Grant and Grant 1997].

The above theory does not take into account the ecological phenomenon of competitive
exclusion (Begon et al. in the book Ecology : From individuals to Ecosystems ). That is, following
secondary contact, two populations that are reproductively isolated can not coexist unless they are
sufficiently non-overlapping in their use of resources. Thus, unless selection or drift during the
allopatric phase has resulted in two ecologically distinct types, one of the two populations will go
extinct through competitive exclusion. Worse, even if the two populations are ecologically distinct,
it theoretically depends on the nature of the resource competition whether they can coexist or not
(Geritz et al 1998).
The goal of this work is to study this allopatric speciation scenario and to model the key
moment of the secondary contact in order to determine its likely outcome depending on ecological
parameters of the sub-populations and of the environmental conditions. To achieve this, we use a
theory of evolutionary dynamics that explicitly takes ecological interactions between individuals
into account : adaptive dynamics. For any individual, the outcome of those ecological interactions,
which depends on the ecological value of its evolutionary traits, is referred as its fitness. Traits will
then be selected depending on their contribution to the fitness of individuals. Notably, the trait-to3

fitness relation is dynamic and may depend on the traits of other individuals, according to the idea
of frequency dependent selection from evolutionary game theory (Metz et al. 1992). Adaptive
dynamics is thus a powerful set of methods to predict evolution in models involving densitydependence (competition for resources, for example). Under the assumptions of the resident
population being in a dynamical equilibrium and of the population size being large enough to ignore
any new (rare) mutant's influence on the population dynamic, the geometry of the fitness function
of the mutant (called invasion-fitness function) as a function of its ecological traits predicts the
outcome of any mutation in the population. More, this allows to find evolutionary singular
strategies and classify them as Evolutionary Branching Points (referred as EBP), which can be
invaded by two kinds of mutants (fitness minima) or Evolutionary Stable Strategies (referred as
ESS) that are fitness maxima (Metz et al. 1996 ; Geritz et al. 1998). Another prediction of the
theory is that evolution of the ecological traits in the population is a jump process that can be
approximated with an ordinary differential equation which states the speed of evolution is
proportional to the selection gradient (Dieckmann and Law 1996).
In this work, we try to model the Grant and Grant hypothesis in an adaptive dynamics
context in order to investigate the conditions allowing coexistence of reproductively isolated
populations put together in a stable environment by migration, and especially the influence of the
width of the competition relative to the resource distribution. The evolutionary scenario we are
interested in is , after the evolution in allopatry of a full reproductive isolation, the immigration of
ecologically similar competitors on an island colonised by a single population at its evolutionary
optimal point, followed, in case of coexistence, by a character displacement.
This scenario is studied here with two methods : First, we make theoretical predictions from
the analysis of a deterministic model and second, we test those predictions with a stochastic,
individual-based models of secondary contact. It has been shown that one of the main ecological
differences of Darwin finch species lies in their resource use, according to the discrepancy in beak
sizes and shapes (Boag et al. 1984a and 1984b). Thus the calculation of the fitness of an individual
depends in our study on the scaling in the population of one evolutionary phenotypic trait
representing the resource use. Our model, adapted from Dieckmann and Doebeli 1999, features
implicit competition for resource through trait proximity dependent competition. In order to
simplify the model, we simulate a quantitative genetics-like heritability for the evolutionary
ecological trait. We discuss the influence on the outcome of secondary contact of parameters such
as : the relative shapes of the carrying capacity function and the competition function, the number
of migrants and the initial difference in resource use between residents and migrants.

THE MODEL
The model we use is an adapted version of the one published by Dieckmann and Doebeli in
1999. The deterministic version and its analysis are exactly the same as in their article, except that
we consider rare migrants arriving in the monomorphic, resident population in addition to rare
mutants, whereas the stochastic, individual-based version is original. We use both versions of the
model to look for the parameters allowing coexistence. Table 1 presents every symbol used , their
meaning and their usual values.

Deterministic version
The dynamics of a monomorphic resident population, with ecological trait value x, is
modelled as a logistic growth. N(x,t) is the size of the population at time t whereas K is the carrying
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capacity being a specified function of x :
dN  x , t
N  x ,t
= r ⋅ N  x , t⋅ 1 −
dt
K x 

[

]

N(x,t) = K(x) is the stable equilibrium of this model. Whenever a rare mutant or migrant with trait
value y appears in this resident population at its dynamical equilibrium K(x) , it suffers
 x− y 2
C
x−
y
=
exp
−

competition equal to C x− y⋅ K  x  with
. C is a Gaussian
2  2C
that describes the strength of competition between the phenotypes x and y (illustrated in fig 2b) .
The per capita growth rate or invasion fitness s(y,x) of the rare mutant or migrant is
C  x− y⋅ K x 
r⋅ 1 −
. Differentiating the fitness of a rare mutant or migrant y among a
K y
population of x with respect to y evaluated for y = x gives the direction of evolution : if
∂ s y , x 
∣ y=x is positive, mutants or migrants with value yx will be favoured over
∂y
resident x whereas resident x will have a higher fitness than mutants or migrants with value yx
∂ s y , x 
∣ y=x
(y being close to x) and reciprocally for a negative value of
∂y

[

]

Stochastic, individual-based version
In this model, every individual is assigned an ecological trait value x, gives birth at a fixed
r
⋅∑ y N  y , t ⋅C  x− y . This way the per capita growth rate is
rate r and die at a rate
K  x
equivalent to that of the deterministic version of the model, with the sum taking all individuals into
account by their competition with x.
Our model features sexual reproduction : for each individual which reproduces, mates of the
opposite sex are randomly chosen and presented one by one, and can be rejected if some degree of
assortative mating is specified. Once presented, the probability of being rejected is
a⋅ ∣x− y∣ − 0.5  0.5 , with a being the level of assortative mating and x and y the traits of the
potential mates. When a couple is formed, they give birth to a new individual whose trait value z is
x y
drawn within a Gaussian having a mean equal to
and a specified standard deviation that
2
simulates genetic effects. That way we simulate the quantitative genetics of the transmission of a
polygenic phenotypic trait. The offspring trait value z can also be modified by a mutation value
drawn in a Gaussian having a mean equal to zero and a specified standard deviation : this may
happen accordingly to the specified mutation rate.
One important particularity of the way we model sexual reproduction is that, contrary to the
model of Dieckmann and Doebeli it is purposedly chosen to not allow for evolutionary branching in
a single population, even with strong levels of assortative mating, because hybrid formation (from
extreme phenotypes) is too strong for disruptive selection to split the trait distribution. Thus, the
only way of having two coexisting population is through immigration of a reproductively isolated
sub population, I.E., migration following allopatric speciation.
In order to simulate migration of reproductively isolated sub-populations, each individual is
assigned an identifier of the population he comes from and mates only with individuals of his own
population. However, for the calculation of ecological rates all individuals, regardless of their
population, are taken into account, simulating intra- and inter specific competition on the island.
5

We vary the rate at which flights of migrant birds arrive on the isle and the numbers of
finches in each flight, or use normally distributed random numbers. We also vary the initial
ecological trait of migrant birds or an initial ecological difference with the resident to compensate
the effect of the drift of the resident population around the singular point. Here, we do not allow for
more than one resident population and one migrant population at a time on the island. We define
coexistence is established when birds from the migrant population are still present on the island
after a specified long time (2000 time steps) after the migration event. That time is long enough to
screen transient coexistence out from stable coexistence.
From the simulations we get a qualitative result (whether migrants manage to establish
coexistence or not) and a quantitative result which is the number of attempted migration events
before coexistence is established. As we do not allow more than one resident population and one
migrant population on the island at a time, the migration events can be considered independent, and
consequently the quantitative result is expected to follow a geometric distribution. For such a
1
distribution W, EW =
, where p is the probability, for one migration attempt, to establish
p
coexistence. That way we can calculate a probability of success for a migration event as a function
as a function of the tested parameter value.
Symbol

Meaning

Default values - range

x or y

Ecological trait ( beak size) of an individual.

[0,1]

N(x,t)

Number of indivuduals with trait x or y at time t

From 0 to 200

r

Birth rate – death rate in the deterministic model ; birth rate afterwards

0.3

x0

Evolutionary singular point

0.5

K(x)

Carrying capacity for trait x : reflects the number of seeds available for
individuals with beak size x

From 0 to 100

K0

Carrying capacity for trait x0

100

σK

Standard deviation of the K function when it is a Gaussian

0.3

δK

Slope or leading coefficient of the K function when it is a triangle or a
parabola

1.5 or 3

C(x-y)

Competition function : part of the death rate of individual x induced by
individual y

From 0 to 1

σC

Standard deviation of the C function when it is a Gaussian

δC

Slope or leading coefficient of the C function when it is a triangle or a
parabola

s(y,x)

Fitness of individual y given the monomorphic resident has trait y

s(x,t)

Fitness of individual x at time t

0.05 or 0.1 or 0.35
From 0.5 to 23
From 0 to 384
Positive or negative
From -0.3 to 0.3

Number of migrants per migration event

5 or 10

Table 1 Table of symbol used, with their meaning and default values or ranges used in the deterministic and stochastic
studies.

RESULTS
Carrying capacity
Before modelling the secondary contact of sub-populations of Darwin finches we had to
define the island's stable environmental conditions. In our model, the explicit environmental factor
6

is the carrying capacity function K. Assuming the birds compete for resources, K reflects the seed
by-size distribution (more precisely, K(x) is the equilibrium of the number of individuals of a
monomorphic population feeding on seeds available for ecological trait x).

a

b

Figure 2 Equations and shapes of the fitness-determining functions of the model. a, equation of the carrying capacity function
plotted for K0=100, σK=0.3, x0=0.5 which are the commonly used values in the following. b, equation and plot of the competition
function of a resident population at x=0.5 with σC=0.05.

We first chose to analyse with our model the case studied in Dieckmann and Doebeli 1999 :
that of a Gaussian function of x (the domain of x being limited between 0 and 1 in all our work),
with a maximum of K 0 in x 0 ( x 0=0.5 in all the simulations) and a specified standard
deviation  K . (see fig. 2a. For the shape of the competition function, see fig. 2b). Later we will
study two other shapes for K.
Deterministic analysis
With the above described deterministic model, we have the derivative
∂ s y , x 
K ' x 
∣ y=x =r ⋅
being positive for xx 0 , zero for x=x 0 and negative for
∂y
K x 
xx 0 . Thus, x 0 is an evolutionary singular strategy and an attractor. If, moreover,,
s  y , x 0  has a minimum at y=x 0 , then x 0 is an evolutionary Branching Point. This is the
case if and only if  C  K ,
according to Dieckmann and Doebeli. Otherwise, it is a
Continuously Stable Strategy (CSS), which can not be invaded by any mutants or migrants.
Drawing the Pairwise Invasibility Plots (PIP) and the Trait Evolution Plots (TEP) provides a simple,
visual demonstration of this (fig. 3). In the PIPs, the straight lines represent the cases when the
migrant has a null fitness. Their equations are found by by solving s(y,x)=0 and are y = x and
2

y = x⋅

2

2

 K  C 2⋅x 0⋅ C
−
 2K − 2C  2K − 2C

. The TEP is obtained by mirroring the PIP ; this way, white areas

represent couples of traits that can invade each other when having low frequency in the population.
In both cases (fig. 3a, 3c), if we start with a resident population with a trait x≠x 0 ,
mutants with a trait y closer to x 0 will have a positive fitness and replace the resident. Thus, the
trait of the resident will evolve towards x 0 . Once the resident x0 has established, in the case
 C  K any migrant with a trait different from x 0 will have a positive invasion fitness (fig. 3a)
and two populations will be able to coexist (fig. 3b) whereas in the other case the resident will out
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compete every migrant (fig. 3c). From fig. 3d we see mutual invasion is possible for very divergent
populations despite x0 being a CSS. However, as shown in fig. 3c coexistence can not evolve by
invasion into a single resident population close to the singular point. In the discussion we will
consider those particular cases of coexistence. In conclusion, our theoretical model requires the
singular point x 0 to be an evolutionary branching point to allow coexistence of a resident
population and a reproductively isolated migrant population.

 C  K

Mutant / migrant

PIP :

c

Mutant / migrant

a

 C  K

d

b

TEP:

Figure 3 Evolutionary invasion linear analysis of the model. a,c,The pairwise invasibility plots (PIP). Shown is the
invasion fitness (white: positive; black: negative) of a rare mutant or migrant with trait y given the (monomorphic)
resident has trait x and is at its ecological equilibrium . In a, with C  K , x0 =0.5 is an EBP whereas in b , with
C  K , x0 is a CSS. b,d, The trait evolution plots (TEP). The white area is the co-existence area defined as the set
of pairs of traits which can mutually invade each other.

Stochastic analysis
Behaviour of the model
In the stochastic analysis, we first tested the behaviour of the model without migration for
several values of some parameters. In fig. 4a we see the directional selection towards the singular
point at 0.5 and three associated fitness curves. Note that the resident has, by definition of invasion
fitness, zero fitness. We find it on a positive slope because it is subject to directional selection.
Afterwards (fig. 4b), the mean trait value drifts around the singular point forever because our model
does not allow a single population to branch. Even though we did not let reproductive isolation
evolve we assume branching can not occur on isolated islands. The assumption was tested by
running very long simulations similar to the one presented in, fig. 4c, with different parameters and
with a strong level of assortative mating without observing branching. Thus, we simulate a stable
resident population.
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a
0
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b

ecological character
0.5
1

0

ecological character
0.5
1

time * 1000

time * 1000

o

o

o
3

100

Figure 4 Evolution of the ecological trait x in the population (around 100 individuals at a time), without migration.
Singular point x0=0.5 is an EBP . a, The response to directional selection of a population with r=0.3, K0=100, x0 =0.5 ,
σK=0.3, σC=0.05. Three dimensional representation where colours represent densities of individuals with the same trait. b,
three associated fitness curves at times t=100, t=500 and t= 4000. The resident is indicated. Note the fitness curves
represent the fitness in terms of instantaneous birth and death rates; i.e; they are snapshots of a time varying fitness
landscape. c, Drift of the trait around the equilibrium after directional selection. In this simulation there is no migration.
Our model does not allow evolutionary branching.

Secondly, and once the resident population reached the singular point we added migration of
reproductively isolated but ecologically identical birds. We simulated two cases :  C  K (fig.
5a) and  C  K (fig. 5b). In the first case, a migrant population managed to coexist with the
resident whereas in the second case, as in every simulation ran with  C  K , the migrant or the
resident went rapidly extinct. The coexistence is always associated with a character displacement
(fig. 5a). In fact, coexistence is possible only if the populations manage to avoid strong competition
by specializing in different resource uses. The fitness curves presented match the results of the
deterministic analysis, with a fitness minimum at x 0 in the first case (fig. 5a) and a fitness
maximum in the second case (fig. 5b). As shown by the second fitness curve of fig. 5a, the mean
trait values of the coexisting populations are set by a balance between the higher carrying capacity
near x 0 and the higher competition closer to the second population.
Accordingly to the deterministic analysis, an evolutionary branching point is required in
order to have coexistence of competing species in a stable environment.
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ecological character
0
0.5
1

C  K

b

o

time * 1000

time * 1000

o

o

15

  K

C
ecological character
0
0.5
1

o

o

15
Figure 5 Comparison of the theoretically identified cases a, C  K , and b, C  K ,when flights of ten migrants
having the mean of the trait in the resident population (composed of around 100 individuals) as ecological trait land
frequently after the time t=5000. In a, (r=0.3, K0=100, σK=0.3, σC=0.1, x0 =0.5 ) a migrant manages to coexist with
the resident by avoiding competition, changing the fitness landscape. When coexistence is established each population
features around 100 individuals because σC is small. In b, (r=0.3, K0=100, σK=0.3, σC=0.35, x0 =0.5 ), after the
directional selection (fitness curve at time t=500; the mean traits of the populations are highlighted by red circles), the
population is at a fitness maximum (fitness curve at time t=10000) and no migrant manages to coexist with the resident.

Analysis of parameter influence
We demonstrated coexistence after migration in a stable environment is possible if the
evolutionary singular strategy is an Evolutionary Branching Point, whereas it is impossible
otherwise. But even with an EBP coexistence is far from being certain, and is even sometimes very
unlikely : usually several flights of migrants go extinct before one manages to coexist on the isle.
Here we tested the influence of several parameters : the number of migrants in each flight, the initial
ecological difference between resident and migrant and the values of σC and σK . For each tested
parameter we plot the probability for one migrant flight of establishing coexistence, calculated as
explained in the methods section, as a function of the value of the tested parameter. For each value
we ran 20 simulations : we needed to limit the number of runs due to very long simulation time (>2
days for certain parameter values). But we do not expect the standard variation to tend to zero by
increasing the number of simulations : as stated previously, the number of failed migration events
before coexistence is a random variable that follows a geometric distribution. As such, it has a mean
1−p
1
equal to
and a variance equal to
. Thereafter, we plot in the same figures the empiric
p
p2
standard deviations along with the expected standard deviation (calculated with the estimated
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probabilities) to prove the reliability of our data despite the small number of simulations : they
match wery well, indicating 20 simulations per tested value of a parameter was sufficient.
Influence of the number of migrants in the flight
We first wanted to check the influence of the number of migrants over secondary contact
success. Here migrants ecological trait is taken in a Gaussian with a mean equal to the mean trait
value of the resident population. It is obvious that the probability of going extinct for the migrant is
high if they come in small groups, but we wanted to determine how the success probability
increases with the number of migrants and what the limit success probability is given the other
parameters. The aim of this first study was also to determine a suitable number of migrants that will
fit for the further parameter impact analysis.
The success probability seems to increase linearly accordingly with the number of migrants
(fig. 6).

a

b

Figure 6 a, number of failed migrations before coexistence as a function of the number of migrants in each flight. Black
bars : data standard deviations, red bars : theoretic standard deviations. b, Probability of coexistence as a function of the
number of migrants in the flight (black, left axis) and probability of coexistence per capita as a function of the number of
migrants (red, right axis). Mean of 20 simulations. For those simulations the parameter values were r=0.3, K0=100,
σK=0.3, σC=0.05, x0 =0.5 . The migrants had initially the mean trait of the resident.

Influence of initial ecological difference in resource use
The second aspect we wanted to check was the influence of the initial ecological trait
difference between residents and migrants. Here the migrants have a trait value calculated as the
sum of the mean trait value of the resident population and a deviation. We expect coexistence to be
more likely when the use of resources is not overlapping, limiting the competition between the
populations.
The results were as expected (fig. 7), with the success probability increasing with the initial
difference : the weakest the initial competition, the easiest the coexistence. This result shows that
full reproductive isolation alone does not guaranty the successful coexistence, but instead species
11

with ecological differences along with reproductive isolation are more likely to coexist.

b

a

Figure 7 a, Number of failed migration before coexistence as a function of the initial ecological difference. Black bars :
data standard deviation, red bars : theoretic standard deviations. b,Probability of coexistence as a function of initial
ecological difference. Means of 20 simulations. Parameters were r=0.3, K0=100, σK=0.3, σC=0.05, x0 =0.5 , 5 birds
per migration.

Influence of the width of the competition function ( σC )
Another important parameter for the outcome of the secondary contact is repartition of
the strength of the competition.
What happens when all the individuals suffer roughly the same competition, regardless
of the trait value ? This first question can be answered with the deterministic analysis we made and
the previously presented results : in our model, the competition strength tends to be equally
distributed regardless of other's trait proximity when the standard deviation of the competition
function  C becomes big in comparison to the width of the [0,1] interval containing the trait
values. When  C  K , x 0 becomes a CSS and any migration is bound to fail. Before that
point, fig. 8 shows that when  C comes close to the order of magnitude of  K , the number of
attempts before the establishment of coexistence sky-rockets and the probability of that success
sinks.
What happens if the competition is very strong between individuals with closely related
traits and much weaker when the traits are distant ? To help answer this second question, Fig. 8
shows also that the increase in success probability when  C tends to zero is rather limited ;
interestingly, there is a peak (confirmed by another set of simulations, data not shown) at around
 C =0.05 Why is that? The small value of  C induces two opposite effects : first, the small
width of harsh competition makes it easy to escape with a few mutations, allowing the migrants to
find a niche easily and increasing the probability of success, but secondly, as the migrants come
with an ecological trait roughly equal to the mean of the traits of the resident population, they suffer
the strongest competition right from the start, which enhances their probability of going extinct.
Another effect which gains influence when  C decreases is the fact that when  C is small
enough birds from the same population don't even compete with each other any more. The fitness
curve then approaches the carrying capacity curve which has a maximum in x 0 . So, when
12

 C is too small x 0 tends to be an evolutionary stable strategy again; but this case is unlikely to
happen in natural populations, as individuals from the same population are not different enough not
to compete with each other.

a

b

σK

σK

Figure 8 a, Number of failed migration before coexistence as a function of the competition standard deviation. σK
indicated. Black bars : data standard deviation, red bars : theoretic standard deviations. After C =0.25 the figure does
not make any sense because for the runs who did not finish we had to pick an arbitrary value, here 950. It explains why the
number tends to 950 and why our standard deviation is so small. b,Probability of coexistence as a function of C .
Parameters were r=0.3, K0=100, σK=0.3, σC=0.05, x0 =0.5 , 10 birds per migration. After C =0.3 no coexistence
was detected, hence the probability is zero. After C =0.25 , only a few simulations did display coexistence in time.
Thus the probability of coexistence is slightly above zero.

Changing the shapes of K and C
K and C as triangles or parabola
Recently it has been demonstrated that the shape of the competition function has
implications for the emerging clustering of competing species (Pigolotti et al. 2007, Leimar et al.
2008). It is therefore relevant to test the robustness of the results presented above by substituting the
gaussian competition function with other types; we tested this with a parabolic and a piecewise
linear (triangular) one :
Parabola
Carrying
capacity
Competition

Triangle

K  x=K 0⋅1− K⋅∣x−x0∣
 K is the slope of the left part of the triangle K

K  x=K 0⋅1− K⋅ x−x 02 
 K is the leading coefficient of K

C x− y =1−C⋅∣x− y∣
C is the slope of the left part of the triangle C

2

C x− y =1−C⋅ x− y 
C is the leading coefficient of C

Table 2 Parabola and triangle functions and parameters for K and C
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a

c

δK

b

δK

C

d

δK

C

δK

Figure 9 a, c Number of failed migration before coexistence as a function of a, the leading coefficient of the parabola on a
log scale and c, the slope of the triangle. Black bars : data standard deviation, red bars : theoretic standard deviations. The
value 1500 stands for infinite. b,d Probability of coexistence as a function of : b, the leading coefficient of the parabola C
on a log scale . The parameters were r=0.3, K0=100, K =3, x0 =0.5 , 10 migrants per flight who have as ecological
traits the mean of the traits. And d, the slope of the triangle C. The parameters were r=0.3, K0=100,  K =1.5,
x0 =0.5 , 10 migrants per flight who have as ecological trait the mean of the resident traits.

We wanted to check whether, in both cases,  K and C were analogous to  K and
 C . Using the same methods as previously, we calculated the probability of coexistence as a
function of C . Results are shown in fig. 9a, b (parabola) and 9c,d (triangle). As we thought,
coexistence was found only when C  K , which in those cases is analogous to  C  K .
However, we did not study this theoretically and the theoretical result may be slightly different.
When C becomes big enough, the probability of coexistence decreases in both cases. This result
confirms the existence of the peak of coexistence found when  C becomes very small, and may
be explained by the same reasons.
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DISCUSSION
Main results and experimental proofs
The main result of our deterministic and stochastic studies is that successful coexistence
after migration of reproductively isolated birds requires the resident to be a non-branching
population stuck at a fitness minimum, i.e. an evolutionary branching point. This happens when the
finches compete with closely related individuals so that an ecological difference reduces more the
competition suffered from the resident than the carrying capacity, resulting in a positive fitness. The
conditions, with our model, for successful coexistence are thus 1. an evolutionary branching point,
2. A full reproductive isolation evolved in allopatry and 3. Some ecological difference to reduce the
probability of going extinct because of competition. The second main result of the stochastic study
is, as expected, that coexistence is possible after a character displacement affecting both
populations, resulting in reduced competition between the two populations. Schluter et al. in 1985
provided field evidences of such character displacement : finches from the same species but
different islands had different beak sizes depending on the other finch species present in their
island. The evolution of this character displacement was then observed 22 years after the first
breeding of a couple of G. Magnirostris on an island of the archipelago, Daphne Major, occupied
by G. Fortis (Fig. 10, from Grant and Grant 2006 ).

Figure 10 Mean beak size PC1bill of
adult G. fortis (sexes combined) in the
years 1973 to 2005. Vertical lines show
95% confidence intervals for the
estimates of the mean. Horizontal lines
mark the 95% confidence limits on the
estimate of the mean in 1973 to illustrate
subsequent changes in the mean.
Sample sizes vary from 29 (in 2005) to
950 (in 1987). Signs of the PC values
are reversed so that mean size increases
from the origin.
[Figure and legend from Grant et al.
2006. Competitor G. Magnirostris
settled in 1982, it's population size
raised in 1997 and the character shift
started in 2004.]

Escaping the fitness minimum
The theory of adaptive dynamics has shown that directional selection may lead an evolving
population to a fitness minimum, i.e., an EBP (Geritz et al. 1998). Populations may find different
solutions to the problem of escaping from a fitness minimum.
The first one, evolutionary branching, solved theoretical issues regarding sympatric
speciation and is well documented (see Dieckmann and Doebeli 1999). Two other ways of solving
the fitness minimum are the evolution of sexual dimorphism (Bolnick et al. 2003) and genetic
polymorphism (Kisdi et al. 1999, Claessen et al. 2008). Alternativeley, the evolution of dominance
may allow the emergence of specialists (Durinx and van Dooren 2009). We characterised here
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another solution : the migration of a reproductively isolated population. Here we addressed the case
of Darwin Finches species, but our result may apply to species of more distant taxa.
Generalisation of our results
We saw in the result section that the results of our stochastic analysis generalise to nonGaussian competition functions. Besides that, our model of character displacement after migration
in Galapagos finches may extend to other species and scenarios. First, a study (ref needed) indicates
that the cultural inheritance of the song was not a particularity of finch species, and thus our
scenario could describe as well the story of many bird ring species. Secondly, our model may
describe as well the more usual case of invasion of an occupied ecological niche by a different
species. Consequently, in both those cases coexistence is possible when the fitness landscape is an
EBP and come with a character displacement (a niche shift).
Key assumptions
In our model we made several assumptions that led to the results we had. However, relaxing
some of them would probably provide interesting results.
The first assumption we made is the stability of the environment : the carrying capacity
function was modelled stable over time. Nevertheless, the study related in Grant and Grant 2006
prove environmental fluctuations (the end of an an El Niňo event) to play a significant role in the
character displacement preventing competitive exclusion. In the next section, we will discuss
scenarios involving environmental changes with more details.
Another important assumption here is the full reproductive isolation evolved in allopatry
through an unlikely drift of the culturally inherited song and founder effects. Allowing some degree
of hybridisation could make possible another outcome besides extinction and coexistence :
reunification of the populations.
Despite assuming a full reproductive isolation, we supposed in our model that the ecological
divergence, before the secondary contact, was rather limited. We imagined and tested another
scenario featuring a bimodal carrying capacity. The two peaks on the curve simulated two optimal
trait values for two different resources (Some finch species feed on seeds, some other feed on
insects or leaves). As expected, even when we set those optimal values as evolutionary stable
strategies two species were able to coexist, one on each peak, provided the ecological divergence
was big enough. In reality, that would mean a different diet evolved in allopatry.
Another key assumption is existence of (genetic) mechanisms preventing branching in the
resident population. Investigations on the molecular causes of the shape and size of the beak of
Darwin Finches demonstrated the roles of the genes BMP4 (Abzhanov et al. 2004) and CAM
(Abzhanov et al. 2006) . Some of the genes may not have been identified yet but the major role
played by those two leads to think allele segregation is possible and our quantitative genetics
approximation is not realistic. However, another mechanism may prevent branching in a population
of finches : a study (Grant et al. 2000) investigated the effects of environmental fluctuations of two
populations of finches (G. Fortis and G. Scandens) on the Galapagos island of Daphne Major. In
the process they estimated the total number of finches on the island, varies from 300 to 3000
individuals but stands usually between 500 and 1000 individuals. Due to the effect of demographic
stochasticity, branching was proven to be delayed in small, sexual populations (Claessen et al. 2007
and Claessen et al. 2008); this may be the case here. Interestingly, H.D. Rundle, D. Schluter, U.
Dieckmann, J.A.J. Metz and M. Doebeli proposed in the book Adaptive Speciation an analysis of
the double invasion scenario for threespine sticklebacks (scenario published in McPhail 1992 and
McPhail 1993) which is similar to our secondary contact scenario. Contrary to us, they do not
assume the population is unable to branch but suppose the migrants arrive when the resident is at
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the branching point, not having had enough time to branch. I reckon this hypothesis is unlikely
because of the precise timing for the migration event it requires. Another hypothesis they propose is
a case of coexistence despite stabilizing selection, i.e. despite the singular point being a
continuously stable strategy.
Coexistence despite a continuously stable strategy ?
In addition to the case of a multimodal carrying capacity presented in the previous section,
we identified several ways to explain coexistence despite having a fitness maximum and little
ecological divergence in allopatry. They involve different fitness landscapes and different scenarios.
The first case is the one we mentioned about sticklebacks. It involves a slightly different
fitness landscape and non linear pairwise invasibilities (fig 11a). A second invasion is possible if the
invading species is ecologically different enough from the resident.
A second case could have been observed with our own model of migration by relaxing the
assumption of environment stability. As we saw in the trait evolution plot of fig. 3d (copied in fig.
11b), when the singular point is an evolutionary stable strategy, no migrant can invade the resident
but if the singular point turns into an ESS when two populations are already coexisting they may
both survive if their traits are in the right area of the TEP (see fig. 11b, white areas). Thus,
modelling fluctuations of  K over and under  C could lead to 1) establishment of a migrant
and character displacement when  C  K and 2) coexistence remaining when  C  K .

a

b

Figure 11 Evolutionary invasion linear analysis. a, Pairwise invasibility plot. Shown is the invasion fitness (white:
positive; black: negative) of a rare mutant with trait y given the (monomorphic) resident has trait x and is at ecological
equilibrium. When the resident is at the stable strategy (x=0.5), and despite this, mutants with trait y in the red interval can
invade the population. b, Copy of fig. 3d. In the trait evolution plot, the white area is the co-existence area defined as the
set of pairs of traits which can mutually invade each other.

The last case we envisage to study looks similar to the previous one but involves a different
scenario for environmental variation. One island is occupied by a resident, whose ecological trait is
at an ESS (fig. 12a). Soon the island is separated in two parts (by the rising of see level for
example), with different resources on each island. The two now separated populations evolve
towards their new evolutionary singular points, and gain reproductive isolation (fig. 12b). When the
sea level decreases, the populations are geographically united again, the resources are mixed and the
previous ESS is re-established. Depending on how the traits are related with regard to the TEP (see
fig 11b, white areas) the two population can coexist or not (fig. 12c, here they can coexist).
Studying this scenario will document a complementary aspect of our work on secondary contact
and coexistence.
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a

b
b

c
c

Figure 12 Scenario of rising sea level. PIPs and TEP are as usual : white, positive or mutual invasibility ; black, negative
or. a, First state. The resident population is at x0 which is an ESS. b, independent directional selection on the newly
formed islands. Evolution of the populations towards the ESS x1 and x2. c, State after reunification. The two populations,
at x1 and x2 (in red on the TEP), can coexist.

CONCLUSION
As a conclusion, I would like to give a point of view about allopatric speciation. In the
process we studied here, full reproductive isolation evolves in allopatry along with some degree of
ecological difference. The application of the definition of a species states that as long as a
population of finches does not hybridize with other populations any more it is a new species.
However, the most important mating trait is the song (Grant and Grant 1996a, Grant and Grant
1996b, Grant and Grant 1997b), which is culturally inherited. It means that in this special case a
cultural difference is enough to create two species from one ! But a newborn from one species
raised by another species will behave like any individual of his adoptive population, hence changing
species. Thus we understand that, at least in the case of Finches, the full reproductive isolation
strictly evolved in sympatry is not a complete speciation. Hence, the secondary contact, which
makes the populations diverge ecologically should be considered, in this case, as a key moment
belonging to the allopatric speciation process. The story of allopatric speciation, in the case of the
Darwin Finches, is made of the succession of an allopatric beginning and a sympatric ending.
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